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AI in the customer experience:
The ups, downs, and up-and-coming opportunities
Introduction

However you might feel about it, a new age of artificial intelligence (AI) is here. Teachers have to double-check that their AP world history essays were actually written by a student, bots can detect fraud better than a specialist, and consumers have gotten used to having arguments with their voice assistants. AI is causing disruptions for nearly every industry and business function—and customer experience (CX) is no exception.

AI is already playing a major role in customer experience in the form of chatbots, personalization, and interactive experiences. To find out how much of a role AI plays in the customer experience, we asked 2,201 consumers about their experiences with AI in CX, zeroing in on what they like, dislike, and would be interested in in the future.

Here are the top findings, plus advice for improving your customer experience with feedback—whether you decide to use AI or not.
When it comes to customer support, there’s a pretty clear consensus; a resounding 90% of people prefer to work with a human over a chatbot. Across ages, genders, and income levels, almost everyone would rather “just talk to a person.”

**Respondents said that humans:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand their needs better</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide more thorough explanations</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are less likely to frustrate them</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give them more options to address their problems</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You might not be surprised by these findings—after all, who hasn’t found themselves in an infinite loop of dial pad options at least once—but the depth of the impact is striking. Not only is the consensus heavily in favor of humans, but that sentiment has a huge influence on how customers view the experience. Our research found that the average Net Promoter Score (NPS®) for human customer service engagement is +6 (slightly positive), while the average NPS for an AI-driven customer service engagement is -66 (very negative).

NPS® is 72 points higher for human service agents than for AI.

72 points

When we asked people to reflect on their most recent experience with customer service AI, here were some of the responses they shared:

- It is extremely frustrating. Often, the AI system doesn’t include any option for my specific needs and it really makes me mad.
- The chatbot kept answering a question that I didn’t ask, ignoring the question that I did—and then said it was ending our chat!!!
- AI has no empathy or understanding.
- When it is a straightforward issue, AI sometimes works. But when I have a complex issue, AI is impossible. There’s no context.
- I have sometimes been taken around in automated circles by bots promising me answers, but actually simply referring me back to the same unproductive sequences. It’s like an infinite loop.
It’s also worth noting that usually when we include an open-ended question in a research survey, most people will skip it or answer in as few words as possible. For this question, we got many, many (relatively verbose) responses. If people feel passionately enough to vent about their experience in a survey, they might also be likely to do so in reviews, social media posts, or other public forums. That could be something to think about if you’re a growing brand that relies on positive word of mouth to build customer loyalty.

That isn’t to say that all AI—or even all customer service chatbots—are bad. Bots enable businesses to serve customers at more hours, more quickly, and often in whatever language they need. The takeaway isn’t that using bots for customer service is unacceptable; it’s just that human agents offer a meaningfully better experience today. That could also change as technology continues to improve.

The immediate opportunity for the adoption of generative AI is not to replace humans, but to augment them—expediting repetitive tasks like After Call Work, generating documentation, or composing project status updates.

Think of GenAI like an eager intern, cranking out the tedious labor and passing it to a human for approval. The dystopian future of The Matrix may yet overtake us, but in AI version 1.0, humans are the overlords.”

Dave Seaton,
CEO, Seaton CX
Additionally, some people genuinely prefer to interact with AI. Among that group, the top reasons were better availability (41%), being able to address issues faster (37%), and access to more accurate information (30%). We didn’t ask about social anxiety, but it’s fair to say that that might have a role to play too.

Your success using chatbots and other AI might also depend on buyers and their needs. Only 41% of people under 34 have negative feelings about the idea of companies using AI in CX—compared to 72% of people over 65. If your customers are older, it’s especially important to have humans that are able to help them, even if that means slower responses.

Your success using chatbots and other AI might also depend on buyers and their needs.
AI AND PERSONALIZATION:

The next CX frontier

Chatbots might be the most visible aspect of AI in customer experience, but they’re far from the only use case. AI also comes up in product recommendations, personalized experiences, educational widgets, and more. Companies have started building and promoting AI-driven experiences, with apps that make recommendations based on an uploaded photo or the customer’s past preferences. And customers are more receptive to this type of AI when engaging with a brand.

Fifty-two percent of consumers are interested in having AI help them through a product, website, or feature experience. Forty-seven percent would like getting personalized deals based on their buying behavior—with another 42% interested in personalized product recommendations. That population could represent a fairly significant section of your market.

I believe that generative AI has the potential to revolutionize CX. By providing businesses with the tools to create more personalized, automated, fast, and accurate experiences, generative AI can help businesses to create a more seamless and enjoyable customer experience.

Bonnie (Barnali) Chatterjee, Head of Professional Services, Amer., Stripe

Consumers want AI that:

- Guides them through a product experience: 52%
- Offers personalized deals: 47%
- Makes product recommendations: 42%
Interest and excitement about these features are especially pronounced in younger generations. Among Gen Zers, 66% were interested in AI that would help them through a product or website, 63% liked the idea of personalized deals, and 56% wanted tailored product recommendations—a dramatic increase over the average response in every category. Businesses that want to connect to the younger, up-and-coming generation would be well served in incorporating other types of AI into their customer experience.

The use case matters here too. People, understandably, are much more comfortable outsourcing to artificial intelligence when the stakes are lower. Only 28% of respondents said they’d be comfortable using AI to access medical advice, and only 29% would turn to it when making investment decisions. But 65% would be comfortable using it to order food and drinks, and 59% would use it to return a purchase. Simple, transactional interactions with low stakes and less opportunity for ambiguity are where people feel the most comfortable putting their trust in AI.

Respondents said they’d be comfortable using AI to:

- Order food and drinks: 65%
- Return a purchase: 59%
- Make investment decisions: 29%
- Access medical advice: 28%
AI is certainly on consumers’ minds. According to our research, 89% of people believe that it will have an impact on their lives in the next five years, and 62% read about it in the news at least once a week. Yet despite the constant focus, AI remains confusing to many people, with only 18% saying they are “very confident” that they can tell when they’re interacting with a chatbot and only 14% feeling very confident about spotting AI-generated content. In fact, less than half (48%) felt confident they could identify AI-generated content at all.

So, it is possible that some people’s negative perceptions of chatbots might actually be about bad chatbots, and it is also possible that people are overlooking many other times that they’re already engaging with AI throughout the customer experience. It’s worth noting that there’s a generational divide here once again, with younger generations more confident in their ability to spot AI than older generations.

**CONSUMER’S PERCEPTION OF AI:**

hyper-visible but misunderstood

Less than half of consumers are confident that they can tell the difference between AI-generated content and content written by a person.
Use feedback to build a CX program that accurately reflects your customer preferences

You can’t ignore AI. It’s simply too powerful, diverse, and prevalent to dismiss outright forever. But you can definitely use customer insights to make informed decisions about whether to test new forms of AI, how to improve your current experience, and where you may have an opportunity to differentiate your brand from the competition.
AI technology is constantly evolving, which means that companies that want to use it have to be regularly evaluating how it’s working. Maybe new developments will assuage people’s complaints about chatbots and make them easier to use, or maybe consumers themselves will change, getting more used to working with their robotic support staff. Companies that want to stay competitive will want to experiment and see what works.

Collecting feedback as you go allows you to adapt when you need to. Sending a simple NPS® survey after each customer service engagement, for example, could tell you whether you needed to scale up your service team, make improvements to your chatbot, or focus your attention elsewhere.
One of the most consistent areas of frustration that respondents brought up about their AI experiences was being stuck in a loop where none of the options worked for them or the bot needed more context to answer their question. If you’re able to give customers an immediate outlet for their feedback, you’ll be able to help them faster and troubleshoot common problem areas simultaneously. It might also give them more peace of mind, knowing that if they can’t get their problem solved using the bot, at least they are still being listened to and valued.

You can build feedback options directly into your website or chatbot, or by triggering automatic emails after certain touchpoints (like a customer service interaction). Asking every customer to give feedback in a low-effort way, like a single-question survey, gives you a nice dataset to work with and improve upon.
ACT:

Use customer feedback to choose where to invest next.

For some companies, an app with personalized recommendations for each customer could radically improve the customer experience. For others, it would be a fruitless drain on resources. Some interactions (like making returns) might be fine with a bare-bones chatbot, while others might call for something more sophisticated.

Proactively asking customers what they care about keeps you from making a costly mistake and can also help you understand which parts of your customer experience are making an impact. Sending a customer satisfaction survey where you also ask about what would be most valuable to them gives you the answers you need to get your strategy right.

Like all technology, AI is a tool. Used correctly, it can bring you closer to your customers and deliver a better, more modern experience. You just need to be mindful about how you do it.
Ready to start collecting your own customer insights?

SurveyMonkey makes it easy to take your customers’ pulse on everything from AI to CX, with quick and easy-to-use features.

Get started